
Group Humidity and Temperature Lab
Gather the materials needed for your individual bottle setup.

Materials needed for each type of bottle setup:

Land soaked with water or
groundwater

Ocean flooding Land in a drought

2-L soda bottle with
bottom cut off (with
cap on)
Humidity probe with
hook-and-loop
fastener
4 in. clay saucer
wet soil (enough to
fill the bottom of the
clay saucer)
timer

2-L soda bottle with
bottom cut off (with
cap on)
Humidity probe with
hook-and-loop
fastener
4 in. clay saucer
100 mL water
timer

2-L soda bottle with
bottom cut off (with
cap on)
Humidity probe with
hook-and-loop
fastener
4 in. clay saucer
dry soil (enough to
fill the bottom of the
clay saucer)
timer

If your group is increasing the temperature, you will also need 2 hand warmers.

Read the directions below to complete your lab. If you are using hand warmers to increase

the temperature of your bottle, follow the instructions with a star (★) next to them. If you are

not using the hand warmers, skip the starred steps.

1. Gather the materials needed for your group’s assigned bottle setup.

2. ★ If your group is using hand warmers to increase the temperature, begin shaking the

individual hand warmers. Shake the hand warmers for at least 30 seconds and continue

shaking until the hand warmers heat up.

3. To assemble your bottle setup, place the type of soil or the water

you have gathered from your materials list in the clay saucer.
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4. Using the hook-and-loop fasteners, secure the humidity sensor

inside of the 2-liter bottle with the display facing up.

5. Place the 2-liter bottle on top of the saucer. The 2-liter should

rest nicely on top of the saucer. Take an initial reading for the

temperature and humidity and record it in your notebooks.

6. ★ If your group is using hand warmers to increase the

temperature, lay the hand warmers out next to each other. Try to

distribute the materials inside of the hand warmers so that they

are flat by moving the hand warmers back and forth.

7. Carefully move the setup so that it rests on top of the hand

warmers.
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8. Start your timer. Record the temperature and humidity of the bottle setup every

minute for 8 minutes. During this recording time, write your initial temperature and

humidity reading on a sticky note and add it to the class chart.

9. At the end of the 8 minutes, record your final readings in your notebooks. Write the final

temperature and humidity readings on a sticky note and add it to the class chart.

10. Clean up your area by returning the hand warmers to your teacher. Remove the sensor

from the 2-liter bottle. Use a towel or other drying device to clean out the inside of the 2-

liter bottle. Return the moist soil and dry soil to the proper containers and place all

materials in their designated areas.
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